Abstract. A critical analysis of the mass conservation properties of the jump discontinuity propagating algorithms in the front-tracking method of Glimm et al. is performed in the context of miscible, two phase, incompressible ow in porous media. These algorithms do not enforce the conservation of mass properties of the hyperbolic system on any grid of nite discretization size. For the curve propagation algorithm, which is the core of the suite of discontinuity movement algorithms, we show that mass conservation errors vanish linearly with maximum mesh size of the moving grids. We present new curve propagation and redistribution algorithms which conserve mass for any grid of nite spacing. Analogously mass conserving untangling routines have also been developed. We investigate the performance of these new algorithms for diagonal ve-spot computations.
Introduction. The front-tracking method of Glimm et al. 3], 8], 12], is de-
signed for physical applications which are governed by a hyperbolic system of equations in which co-dimension one (cd-1) jump discontinuities in the solution are important. It has been applied to such diverse applications as: gas dynamics ows 3]; ows in porous media 8]; stress loading of elastic/plastic materials 7] ; and study of uid-uid contact, density and acceleration driven instabilities 14] . In essence the front-tracking method is a mixed Eulerian{Lagrangian formulation employing a nite di erence scheme on a xed (co-dimension zero) grid and Riemann problem solutions on a set of moving cd-1 grids to resolve, respectively, the smooth and jump-discontinuity aspects of a hyperbolic solution. We restrict our attention to ows in two spatial dimensions, thus the cd-1 discontinuity surfaces are unions of curves in the plane, and consider a speci c system of equations, those for two phase incompressible ow in porous media. This system of equations, consists of hyperbolic (1) and elliptic (2) , (3) subsystems. Here is the medium porosity (volume fraction of pore space); s and 1?s are the respective saturations (fractions of available pore volume) of the two owing uid phases;ṽ is the total uid velocity; fṽ and (1 ? f)ṽ are the respective fractions of the total uid velocity carried by each phase; P is the pressure eld in the medium; is the medium permeability; and is the saturation dependent total relative transmissibility. We shall also refer to the mobility ratio, M (1)= (0), which governs the linearized analysis for ngering instability in two phase ows; M < 1 corresponds to stable ows, M > 1 to unstable
ows. An analysis of the mass conservation properties of the front tracking method, as applied to (1)-(3), was reported in 10]. Five algorithmic areas were identi ed as requiring correction for maintaining mass conservation in the method. These were:
1. the method of discretization of the physical properties of the medium; 2. the computation of the smooth parts of the solution in the region near physical discontinuities in the medium;
3. the handling of the physical limits for the solution variable s; 4. the divergence properties of the numerical velocity eldṽ; 5. the explicit movement of the uid discontinuity curves. Algorithmic development to resolve mass balance errors produced by items 1 through 4 is described in 10] . In this paper we deal with item 5, which is the essence of the front tracking method. For the curve propagation algorithm, which is the core routine of the suite of discontinuity movement algorithms, we show that mass conservation errors vanish linearly with maximum mesh size of the moving grids. We develop a replacement algorithm which conserves mass for any grid of nite spacing. We distinguish two types of ow, immiscible (f(s) is genuinely nonlinear) and rst contact miscible (f(s) s). In the immiscible ow case a typical pro le for the saturation, s, in a normal direction through a discontinuity is shown in Fig. 1(a) ; the jump discontinuity separates a region of rarefaction on the left from a constant saturation region on the right. A typical rst contact miscible pro le is illustrated in Fig.  1(b) ; the jump discontinuity separates regions of constant saturation. The method of enforcing mass conservation in a numerical tracking scheme can, in principle, be di erent for the two ow types. In the immiscible ow case mass can be transferred in directions either tangential or normal to the discontinuity in order to correct conservation errors (as long as the physical limits 0 s 1 are maintained). This technique was used in 4]. Such mass transfer in the miscible case is physically unreasonable; the only correction allowed involves changing the position of the discontinuity grid. We concentrate here on the issue of re-positioning the tracked grids in miscible ow. In principle it can also be applied to the immiscible ow case, but the analysis of conservation errors will be much more di cult. Note that, as we are dealing with two dimensional incompressible ows, a discussion of mass change is equivalent to a discussion of changes in area.
The front tracking approach to solving (1)-(3) utilizes an ImPES (Implicit Pressure Explicit Saturation) scheme of sequential solution of the coupled hyperbolic-elliptic system (1)-(3). This allows for optimal design of the methods used to separately solve (1) and (2), (3) .
The elliptic subsystem is solved by mixed nite elements yielding simultaneous solution of P andṽ. The numerical calculations in this paper were obtained using lowest order Raviart-Thomas elements 17] on a triangular mesh. The triangulation is constructed 16] to align with the jump discontinuity grids and maintain logically rectangular indexing of the triangle nodes. In our computational results we shall refer to this grid as the elliptic grid, and will give an indication of its discretization spacing, h e , by referring to the number of node indices used in each spatial direction.
The hyperbolic subsystem is solved by the front tracking algorithms which employ a xed, volume lling grid to resolve the smooth part of the solution, and moving cd-1 grids to resolve jump discontinuities and their motion 8]. The xed grid is regular rectangular, of discretization spacing h h ; we shall refer to it as the hyperbolic grid.
In two dimensions the discontinuity grids are unions of curves. Each curve has an orientation, and is represented as a directed linked list of piecewise linear segments called bonds. We designate a bond by ab, where a is the start point and b is the end point of the bond. The rst point on a curve is denoted the start node and the last is denoted the end node. Physically distinct discontinuity curves join to each other only at their nodes. We also designate as boundary nodes those points where discontinuity curves exit the computational domain. Non-node curve points are called interior points, or, more simply, points. A complete description of the topological discretization and software encoding of the moving grids is given in 13].
The algorithmic procedure for updating the numerical solution to subsystem (1) dates back to 8]. The update consists of the following two tasks: (T1) propagate the discontinuity curves, transmit waves across the front, and update ow tangentially to the front; (T2) update the solution on the xed grid. For the miscible ow calculations studied here the phase saturations remain piecewise constant in space, and implementation of task T2 is trivial and conservative.
Task T1 is split into several subtasks. (T1.1)(node propagation) For each node a two dimensional Riemann problem (or an approximation to it) is solved, the node position advanced, and local discontinuity saturations updated. (T1.5)(update tangential ow) Update the saturations at each propagated point to account for ow tangential to the front. Separately, along each side of a discontinuity, this is achieved by considering a conservative nite di erence approximation to (5) s t + @ @ v k f(s) = 0 where is arc-length along the curve and v k is the tangential velocity on the appropriate side of the discontinuity. Subtask T1.3 is required before T1.5 in order to ensure physical correctness of the discontinuity grids. Subtask T1.4 is implemented to ensure adequate sampling of the discontinuity grid along its arc-length. In the original algorithms loss of mass conservation occurs in subtasks T1.1 through T1.4. T1.2 is the heart of the front{tracking method. In x2 we analyze the mass conservation errors that result from the original algorithmic implementation of T1.2. In x3 we provide a description of a replacement, conservative algorithm. We refer to 1] for our analysis and resolution of the errors due to implementation of T1.1 for boundary nodes. Boundary nodes are the most common node type in two phase, two component calculations; resolution of mass conservation errors for T1.1 on nodes of other types is not as yet addressed. Conserving untangle and redistribute algorithms for T1.3 and T1.4 are also presented in 1], however, in x3, we present a slightly newer conserving redistribute algorithm which has the property that it redistributes a curve into bonds of essentially equal length. In x4 we conclude with calculations which numerically verify the theory developed in x2 and investigate the performance of the new conserving algorithms on a standard test problem having analytic solution.
2. Curve propagation. Subtask T1.2 is referred to as the curve propagation algorithm. We are interested in the mass conservation properties of the original curve propagation algorithm under variation of the maximum bond spacing, l, of the moving discontinuity grid for nite discretization spacings, h e and h h , of the elliptic and ( xed) hyperbolic grid. The analysis depends on the form of the numerical velocity eld produced by the solution to the elliptic subsystem (2), (3) . We analyze two cases, either the numerical velocity eld is i) linearly varying in space (except for the jump discontinuity in v k across the uid phase front) or ii) piecewise constant in each nite element mesh block. We begin with some fundamental de nitions and underlying algorithmic procedures. Definition NB. Given bond p 1 p 2 , then the normal to the bond is the direction perpendicular to the bond p 1 p 2 oriented from the right side to the left side. mass conserving front tracking Definition NC. Let p 1 p 2 and p 2 p 3 be linked bonds. Then the normal to the curve at p 2 is the direction perpendicular to the segment p 1 p 3 , oriented from the right side to the left side of the curve (see Fig. 2 ).
De nitions NGB and NC provide algorithmic alternatives for the direction n ? in (4).
Algorithm PB. Given p of p 1 p (or pp 1 ), then its propagated image, p 0 , is obtained by solving the one dimensional Riemann problem (4) along the normal to the bond p 1 p (pp 1 ).
Algorithm PC. Given p 2 of p 1 p 2 and p 2 p 3 , then its propagated image, p 00 2 , is obtained by solving the one dimensional Riemann problem (4) along the normal to the curve at p 2 .
Algorithm CP1. The movement of a tracked curve is achieved by propagating each interior point by Algorithm PC over a time step t.
Algorithm CP1 is the original curve propagation algorithm; as will become apparent during the proof of Theorem 1, for practical numerical purposes, it does not conserve mass for bonds of nite size. Theorems 1 and 2 establish the rate of vanishing of mass errors with maximum bond size. We require the following assumption that the radius of curvature at each point on a physical discontinuity curve be bounded away from zero, i.e., the physical discontinuity curves have no kinks. This restriction is reasonable for modeling discontinuity interfaces between uids with surface tension. Our proofs will use Lemma 1 which follows as a consequence of Assumption A1. Proof. Points a, b, and c are on a circle with radius R b ( l) and center at m( l).
By de nition ofn andN, 6 bac = . By considering the isosceles triangles bmc and amb (not shown), and triangle abc, it can be shown that 6 bmc = 2 . As triangle bma is isosceles with sides mb and mc having length R > R 0 , when length(bc) < l < R 0 then 6 bmc must be less than the equilateral value of =3. Thus when l < R 0 , < =6 and < 3 sin :
Thus, by A1, as l ! 0,
De ne the interior of a curve as the set of interior points comprising the curve.
Our main theorem is that mass balance errors produced by propagating the interior of a curve by Algorithm CP1 vanish linearly with the maximum bond spacing. Theorem 1. Let E lin (T; l) be the total mass error at time T produced by propagating the interior of a discontinuity curve, having maximum bond length l, under algorithm CP1, assuming the numerical velocity eld is linearly varying in space (except for the jump in v k across the discontinuity curve). Then, under assumption A1, jE lin (T; l)j = O( l) as l ! 0.
Proof. The proof consists of two steps, establishing a bound on the mass loss per propagated bond, followed by establishing a bound on the mass loss for the interior of a curve. We measure the conserved mass (area in this case) movement across a bond, ab, during its propagation over a time step, t n ! t n + t, as (6) q bond = t
where v ? is the component of the velocity eld normal to the bond, is arclength along the bond at its position at t n , and l ab is the length of the bond at time t n . That this local measure of mass conservation produces global conservation of mass requires that the numerical velocity eld,ṽ(x; t n ), have the property that, for any closed path in the domain,
where Q is the total ow source strength enclosed by the path. The numerical velocity elds produced by the mixed nite element method used here have this property (up to nite precision arithmetic).
With v ? linearly varying along a bond, the conserved mass change (6) The mass change under CP1 is, however, (As we are dealing with two dimensional ows the use of cross products on the right hand sides of (7)- (9) allows us to keep track of the sign of mass changes. Thus, though the quantities q lin , q CP1 and e lin are not expressed as a vector quantities, they are signed quantities, with signs determined by the two relative directions of the cross products.) Note,
?! aa 0 = t ( ? ! v a n a )n a ; ? ? ! aa 00 = t ? ! v a N a N a ;
with similar expressions for ? ! bb 0 and ?! bb 00 . Using (10), evaluating the cross products in (9) Denote the three terms on the right hand side of (11) respectively as t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 . Converting to the angles (shown in Fig. 4 ) We can bound the absolute error by bounding each of the terms on the right hand side of (16) for the bound on the mass error per bond per time step. We now consider a bound on the total mass error produced during propagation of a curve interior up to a nite time T. We impose two reasonable restrictions on the time stepping scheme which uses Algorithm CP1 to propagate the discontinuity curves. 1) Let L(T) be the maximum arc-length achieved by a curve interior during time T. Let N(T; l) denote the maximum number of bonds on the curve during calculation to time T. We require N(T; l) c 3 L l ; for some constant c 3 . This constraint on the growth of the number of bonds as a discontinuity curve elongates is achieved in our implementation by requiring l=c 3 Examination of (11) shows why, for practical calculations on nite meshes, CP1 is not mass conserving. Vanishing of e lin requires such precise alignment of neighboring bonds i.e., the curve must be a straight line, Np = np , for every point p on the curve, or of bonds with the associated velocity eld, as to occur with vanishing frequency in numerical computations.
The assumption that the numerical velocity eld is linearly varying over the complete domain is not usually attainable. A more typical numerical solution produces a velocity eld that is constant or linearly varying only over each element of the elliptic mesh, with jump discontinuities between mesh elements. In Theorem 2 below we reanalyze for the case of a piecewise constant velocity eld.
Theorem 2. Let E pc (T; l) be the total mass error at time T produced by moving the interior of a discontinuity curve, having maximum bond length l, under algorithm CP1, assuming the numerical velocity eldṽ is constant in each mesh element of the elliptic grid used to solve (2) Proof. The quantities of interest are as de ned in Fig. 5 . As in Fig. 4 and Theorem 1 all angles are measured with respect to the vector ? ! ab, with sign choice made such that na =2. Then nb = =2, depending on whether ? ! bb 0 is parallel (as drawn in Fig. 5 ) or antiparallel to ?! aa 0 . We have noted earlier that the edges of the elliptic mesh triangles are required to align with the bonds of the discontinuity grids. Since we can control the relative size of the elliptic grid triangles compared to bond sizes, we can limit the number of (colinear) triangle edges a single bond can span. Our current procedure is to constrain the elliptic mesh triangulation so that no discontinuity bond spans more that two colinear triangle edges. Thus we assume that bond ab spans at most two triangle edges, a fraction y i of the bond lies along an edge of 4 i . This assumption can be weakened to include a large number of spanned edges. For a given elliptic grid of nite discretization size, h e , let (27) c 4 maxJ(v n ) p V ; p on a mesh element boundary :
As before, let L(T) denote the maximum arc-length achieved by a curve during time T. As the curvature of the curve is bounded away from 0 by Assumption A1 the maximum number of times, N(T), the curve will cross elements of the elliptic mesh can be bounded, De ne a simple closed curve as a discontinuity curve that is topologically circular, with no bonds crossing, and no point of attachment to any boundary or other discontinuity curve. All points (interior and node) of a simple closed curve are also propagated by algorithm CP1 under the original set of front tracking algorithms.
Remark 2. De ne a no-ow boundary as a domain boundary along which the velocity eldṽ in (3) is tangential. Let a be a no-ow boundary node. Under the original set of algorithms, the method of propagating the bond, ab, (or ba) of such a curve is as shown in Fig. 4 , but with va = Na , whereN a is tangential to the boundary at a. Proposition 1. Consider a discontinuity curve, having maximum bond length l, which is either a simple closed curve, or for which both nodes are no-ow boundary nodes. Let E(T; l) be the total mass error at time T produced by moving the discontinuity curve under the original front-tracking algorithms with numerical velocity elds that are either linear or piecewise constant. Then, under assumption A1, jE(T; l)j = O( l) as l ! 0.
Proof. The proof is simply obtained by noting that, as a consequence of Remarks 1 and 2, the estimates obtained for e lin and q lin ?q pc in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 also hold for the rst and last bonds of the speci ed curves.
3. Mass conserving curve propagation and redistribution algorithms.
As shown, the curve propagation algorithm CP1 e ectively guarantees mass conservation only when l ! 0. We present a new curve propagation algorithm which conserves mass for any nite l. We note in passing that an initial e ort to achieve such a conservative algorithm based on a global optimization of point positions was abandoned as being too prone to instability. We have also investigated algorithms which employ CP1 as a rst pass. The resulting total mass error for the curve is then apportioned amongst the interior points on the curve and, in a second pass, points are repositioned to correct for the mass errors. The method of apportioning the total mass amongst the curve points is by ad hoc choice. Our preference is, therefore, for a completely local algorithm, CP2, the details of which are presented here. will still vanish only if bond ab and bond bc are colinear. In this case, we propagate point b by Algorithm PC, which will be mass conserving. Remark 4. Algorithm NPC requires minor modi cation when applied to the rst interior point of a curve in the case where the node propagation algorithm responsible for moving the start node of the curve does so in a non-mass conserving manner.
Assume point a of Fig. 7(a) is the start node of a curve, and is propagated to point a 0
by an appropriate, non-mass conserving, node propagation algorithm. Consider the point a 00 obtained by propagating a by Algorithm PB. In propagating the rst interior point, b, the mass change q 1 in the area abb 0 a 00 (rather than q 1 0 of abb 0 a 0 ) should be used in applying Algorithm NPC. Analogous modi cation, as sketched in Fig. 7(b) , is required when NPC is applied to the last interior point of a curve. We thus have the desired conservative curve propagation algorithm. Algorithm CP2. The movement of a tracked curve is achieved by applying Algorithm NPC recursively to all interior points in a curve, with appropriate modication as outlined in Remarks 3 and 4.
Theorem 3. Algorithm CP2 conserves mass for any nite bond length l.
Proof. By construction of Algorithm NPC, Remarks 3 and 4. Remark 5. Note that Algorithm CP2 propagates each curve nonsymmetrically; the result of propagation di ers depending on whether the algorithm sweeps the curve points beginning at the start node or at the end node. To correct this algorithmic bias we alternate sweep directions from time step to time step.
We have also developed 1] mass conserving algorithms for the propagation of boundary nodes, the resolution of topological tangling of propagated curves, and for the redistribution of interior points on a curve. These algorithms all employ analogous methods of local mass conservation. We brie y present here the details of a newer, mass conserving redistribution algorithm which has the property that it redistributes a curve into bonds of essentially equal length. Let C be a curve of length l C . Let n C be a predetermined positive integer. Let P(C) denote the set of interior points of curve C. Let Q(C; n C ) denote the unique set of n C equidistant spaced points along the arc length of C, with arc length spacing l C =n C . Let C 0 be the new curve obtained by replacing the set of interior points, P(C), by the points Q(C; n C ). As the replacement, C ! C 0 , results in mass error the positions of the interior points of C 0 are further readjusted to correct the mass error. This readjustment is illustrated in Fig. 8 , where the curve C (solid line) consists of two bonds p 1 p 2 and p 2 p 3 . Here P(C) = fp 2 g. Given n C = 3, then Q(C; n C ) = fp 4 The generalization to a curve with two or more interior points is straightforward. 4 . Numerical computations in quarter ve-spot geometry. In our numerical implementation of front tracking as applied to (1)- (3), we solve the elliptic subsystem (2),(3) by a mixed nite element method using lowest order Raviart-Thomas elements. Although the velocity solution is formally linear in each mesh triangle, Thistleton 19] has shown that, for these elements, the velocity in each triangle in the elliptic mesh is constant as long as there is no point source of velocity in the triangle. Thus the predictions of Theorem 2 are relevant for our computations.
To verify the applicability of Theorem 2, we perform miscible, two phase ow calculations in quarter ve-spot geometry, which is a standard reservoir test problem 9], 11]. It consists of a square domain in the horizontal plane initially occupied by uid phase 2, with a point source injecting uid phase 1, and a point sink lying at opposite corners along one of the diagonals. In dimensionless coordinates, the domain is 0; 1] 0; 1]. The uid behavior is governed by equations (1)- (3). When the two uid phases have equal viscosities, M = 1, the total transmissibility (s) is independent of s, and the elliptic equation decouples from the hyperbolic equation. Both can then be separately solved in closed form, which produces an analytic check for numerical work.
The diagonal ve-spot calculations consist of a single propagating discontinuity curve having no-ow boundary nodes. Points on the curve were redistributed using the above redistribution algorithm which introduces no mass balance errors. When tangling occurs, we use the newly developed untangling algorithm 1], which also introduces no mass balance errors. In all of the numerical computations presented here, the xed hyperbolic grid is 40 40, and the elliptic grid is 80 80. In Fig. 9 , the mass balance errors due to use of algorithm CP1 are shown as a function of maximum bond length for runs with M = 1. The mass balance error was measured for uid phase 1 and was de ned by The maximum bond length is expressed as a fraction of the hyperbolic grid spacing, and the mass error is expressed as a percentage of the mass of uid phase 1 which could occupy the entire pore volume of the medium. The mass error in each calculation was measured at four dimensionless times, T = 0:5; 1:0; 1:5 and 2:0, the latter time corresponding to near breakthrough. Least squares ts to the mass error versus bond length data are also shown. In each t, the number in parenthesis gives the standard deviation error applicable to the last digit of the quoted value, i.e., 1:67(4) 1:67 0:04. The ts con rm the linear dependence predicted by Proposition 1; within three standard deviation error, the intercept on the mass axis is consistent with zero. The change in slope of the linear relationship with increasing value of T is consistent with the linear dependence of the mass error with T as indicated by the results of Theorems 1 and 2. There are numerical robustness problems which prevent the computations from reaching T = 2:0 for the smallest values of maximum bond length. The governing equations (1)- (3) are analytically unstable; growth rate for perturbations is inversely proportional to the perturbation wavelength. In numerical computation, the nite size of the xed hyperbolic and elliptic grids, and particularly the use of a minimum permissible bond length (set as a fraction of the maximum permissible bond length) provides numerical regularization. Decreasing the maximum permissible bond length weakens the regularization. The region near the production well is most susceptible to production of perturbations in the front. For the smallest maximum bond length runs, the resulting large numbers of degrees of freedom in the discontinuity curve result in many growing small scale perturbations which can drive the computation into regions where the software is non-robust.
Repeating the same computations using algorithm CP2 (correcting for piecewise constant elliptic velocity) together with the mass conserving redistribute algorithm, we have veri ed that these algorithms produce no mass balance errors (up to round o errors). There is however a residual mass balance error due to the numerical solution of the elliptic subsystem (2),(3). Use of Raviart-Thomas mixed nite elements results in a velocity eld which is divergence free if exact arithmetic computations are performed. However, numerical solution of the resultant nite element linear system will result in inaccuracies due to nite precision arithmetic. For our computations, we have employed the mixed hybrid formulation of the Raviart-Thomas method due to Chavant and Ja re 2]. This formulation results in a sparse, symmetric, positive de nite linear system with dimension equal to the number of edges in the mesh. For elliptic grids of the size used here, we use the Yale sparse matrix package 6], in double precision, to solve the linear system.
For diagonal ve-spot computations, the total ux through any quarter circle centered on either well (physical consistency requires both wells have the same total ux) should equal the total well ux. For our computations, the well rates were 0.25, in dimensionless units. For an M = 1 computation, Fig. 10 shows the total ux through quarter circles of radius 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 centered on the injection well. The error in the total ux is in the fth decimal place, and is due to nite arithmetic inaccuracies in the solution of the linear system. The seemingly systematic decrease with radius shown in Fig. 10 is a peculiarity of the 80 80 elliptic grid used in this example; for grids of other sizes the error shows no such systematic feature. Thus, from timestep to timestep, the total numerical ux used to propagate the discontinuity curve has slight variations. The result is an inaccuracy in the computation of M present in (33) and a subsequent measure of mass error. We have veri ed that the size of the ux error is consistent with the residual mass errors seen (typically 0.02% cumulative mass error for the M = 1 computations).
As the M = 1 ows have an analytic solution, we present, in Fig. 11 , a comparison of the discontinuity shapes at several selected time values for the exact solution and (a) the original front tracking algorithms, (b) the mass conserving algorithms. For ease of discussion, we shall refer respectively to the original front tracking algorithms (employing CP1 as the curve propagation algorithm) and to the new mass conserving algorithms (employing CP2 as the curve propagation algorithm) as the OFT and MCFT algorithms. The inaccuracies in the OFT computations, listed in decreasing order of mag-nitude, are mass balance errors from the original discontinuity handling algorithms, nite grid size e ects, and errors due to the nite precision arithmetic solution of the nite element linear system. The inaccuracies in the MCFT computations result solely from the latter two e ects. Except for the leading tip of the nger after t = 2:5, the OFT computation ( Fig. 11(a) ) of the discontinuity position is everywhere in advance of the exact solution due almost completely to the mass balance errors (which are of positive sign in this computation) of its discontinuity propagating algorithms. The MCFT computation (Fig. 11(b) ) of the discontinuity position is virtually identical with the exact solution up to T = 1:0. After T = 1:0, the MCFT computation of the discontinuity position lags the exact solution at the tip of the developing nger, and very slightly leads the exact solution position elsewhere along the discontinuity. In both computations, the lag of the nger tip is due to the nite grid size accuracy e ects, especially noticeable in the vicinity of the production well where the logarithmic divergence in the velocity eld cannot be resolved adequately on a grid of nite mesh size. We have chosen this particular illustration with a moral in mind. The OFT computation contains two errors, mass balance discontinuity propagation errors which advance the numerical solution compared to the analytic, and nite grid size e ects which retard the nger region, compared with the analytic solution. The MCFT computation contains only the nite grid size e ects. Casual preference, prompted by the compensating errors in the OFT computation, of the OFT solution over the MCFT computation represents bad numerical science. The MCFT solution is superior, since it contains fewer errors, and directs the attention of the analyst to the exact numerical issues that next require addressing, in this case the nite element basis functions used to resolve the velocity eld in the vicinity of the wells.
